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ABSTRACT
In the present paper, an experimentalinvestigationhas been carried out to
observe the ampffication of turbulence intensigt after shock/turbulence
interaction by hot-wire technique. The hot wires are installed in the wake of
the turbulent grids to measurethe turbulencefluctuatinns before and after the
reflected shock wave interaction with the turbulent field. Due to different grid
plates,dffirent strengthsof turbulentfields are found behind the transmitted
shockwuve.It is observedthat the turbulencefluctuations far lessopen area of
the grid plnte are higher than the turbulencefluctuations for more open area
of the grid plate. Numerical simulations are also conducted on the
experimental results where grid plate of 49.5 vo open area is ased. It is
observedthut the average longitudinal velocity line for the experimental
velocity data simulate with numerical results properly and in some places,
5-7 Vodeviationsare obsemedwith numerical results.Alt the simulation results
indicatethat the present codewith turbulencemodel is working properlyfor its
initial conditions. The wall pressure fluctuations are also measured
experimentally and substantial ampffication of pressure fluctuations is
observedafter the shocklturbulenceinteraction.The rate ofdissipation of
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turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) and the levels of length scales are determined
numerically by using k-t: turbulence model and it is observed that the rate of
dissipation of TKE qnd the levels of tength scales decrease after
sho ck/turbule nc e interaction,
Keywords: ShockWave, Turbulence,Hof-wire, Turbulencegrid, Length Scule.

1 INTRODUCTION
The present experimental study has been focused on the measurementof
turbulence intensity in the grid-generatedturbulent fields by hot-wire technique.
The output voltages of the hot-wire anemometer are used to establish the
relationship between the hot-wire ontput voltage and the mean flow velocity.
Due to diff'erent grid plates, different strengthsof tur-bulentfield are observed
behind the transmitted shock wave. The turbulence fluctuations in the wake of
grid plate are measuredexperimentallyby using hot-wire anemometer.
Experiments on the interaction between the shock wave and the gridgeneratedturbnlence were conducted by Devieve and Lacharme [ | and they
measured velocity and temperature spectra upstream and downstream of the
shock wave and concluded that turbulent fluctuations were amplified and Taylor
micro scales increaseddr"rringthe interaction.Jacquin et al l2l investigated the
interactions of a normal shock wave with the grid-generatedturbnlence and a
turbulentjet and they observedthat turbulenceamplification was not significant
fbr the grid-generated turbulence and that the decay of turbulent kinetic energy
was accelerateddownstream of the shock wave. Their experiments treated the
interactionof a shock with quasi-incompressibleturbulencewhere fluctuations in
pressureand density were not significant. They observed that the data obtained
from grid-generatedturbulencewere not sufficient to characterizethe turbulence
properly. They analyzed the flow by meansof laser Doppler velocimetry.
The obtained supersonicflow was shockedby means of a second throat creating
a pure normal shock wave/free turbulence interaction. On other hand, Devieve
and Lacharme [] obtained a quasi-homogeneousturbulence by generating
perturbations in the settling chamber of a supersonicwind tunnel at Mach 2.3.
They showed that, after the expansion in the nozzle, the turbulent field became
strongly non-isotropic and that the turbulence level was drastically decreased
leading to experimental difficr.rlties.Debieve et al [3] analyzed the evolution of
turbulence through a shock, and separatedthe effects of the specific turbulent
sourcesfrom the effects of the mean motion-convection and prodr-rction.Their
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prediction of the longitudinal velocity fluctuation was in good agreement with
the experimentalresults.An experimentalwork was perfbrmed on the interaction
o f w e a k s h o c k s( M , = 1 . 0 0 7 ,1 . 0 3a n d 1 . 1 ) w i t h a r a n d o mm e d i r l mo f d e n s i t yi n
homogeneityby Hesselink and Stultevant [4]. They observed that the pressure
histories of the distorted shock waves were both peaked and rounded and
explainedthese features in terms of the fbcusing/defocusingo{' the shock fl-ont
due to inhomogeneityof the medium. Lele et al l5l conducteddirect nr-rmelical
simr-rlatior.rs
of two-dimensional turbr-rlenceinteracting with a shock wave and
fbLrndthat vorticity amplification compared well with the predictions of the
linear analysisbut turbulentkinetic energy evolr-rtion
behind the shock showed
significant nonlinear effects. The energy spectrurmwas found to be enhanced
more at lalge wave numbers, leading to an overall length scale decrease.Many
researchersused many technicluesto measure the turbulence. In the present
technique,hot wire anemometer is used to measure the tr-u'bulencebefbre and
after the shock/tr"rrbulenceinteraction and the results are simulated with
numericalresults.

2 EXPBRIMENTAL SETUP
In the present experiment, a vertical shock tube of square cross-section,
shown in Fig.1 (i), is r-rsedand the squarecross-sectionis 300 x 300 (mm). Fotr
krystler-type pl'essure transducers are used to measllre the pressure history.
Above the turbr"rlence
grids, two pressuretlansducelsare setrrp 400 mm apart to
measurethe incident shock strengthand the sensitivityof these transducersare
4.98pC/bar and 5.50 pC/bar. Another two pressuretransducers(P2 and Pl) ale
placedin the wake of the turbr,rlencegrids to measllrethe pressurehistory in the
turbtrlentfield and the distancebetweenthe pressureports P2 and Pl is 560 mm.
The sensitivityof the pressuretransducerat P2 is 4.99 pC/bar and the sensitivity
of the pressr;retransducerat Pl is 5.16 pC/bar. The distance between the end
wall and the turbulencegrid is 1000mm and in this distancetwo hot-wire sensors
are placed 560 mm apart to measurethe turbulencef'h.rctuations.
One hot wire is
placednear port P2 and secondhot wire is placed near port Pl and they are all
used to measllr€ the turbulence parametersbefore and after the interaction. The
hot wire contains l-D hot-wire probe which is nsed to measurethe l-D flow
velocity.A 5-pm wire is spot welded on the probe.The length to diameterratio
of the hot wire is approximately 300. The hoGwire probe is connected to a
DANTEC type 55P11 anemometer.To generatethe turbulencein the wake of the
turbulencegrid plate, two types of turbulencegrid platesare used in this
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Figure 1: (i) Test sectionof the vertical shock tube; (ii) Relative position of the
hot wire port and the pressureport at P2 and P l.

(D

(iD

Figure 2: (i) Turbulence grid plate of 66.7 % opening area; (ii) Turbulence grid
plate of 49.5 %,openingarea.
experiment,which are shown in Fig.2 (i) and (ii). The opening areasof different
turbtrlencegrid plates are 66.1 o/oand 49.5 o/o.
The output data of the hot-wire anemometeris in electric voltages.So it is
necessaryto couvert the voltage data to velocity. The relationshipbetween the
CTA output E ancltl.revelocity U representsthe probe calibration,from which
the transf'erfunction U = f(E) is derived. The r-rsualtirnctional relation between
the Nusseltand Reynoldsnumbersfbr the hot wire probe leadsto the lbllowing
expression:
n)TT

fr=A(T\"

+B(f1t'1pr1"

whereI,, is the wire t"-i"rot't,r", l, i, tn" ,o,"1,irnp"rotnreof the f'luidanclI, is
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the lef'erencetemperature.The above equation is sr"ritablefor the calibration
where the temperaturecompensationis considered.Honkan and Andreopoulos
l6l were conducted experiments to measure the outcomes of shock/turbulence
interactionwhere temperaturecompensationwas considered.It is found that the
elfect of temperaturefluctuations on velocity statisticsis very low. So the
simplified ecl"ration fol homogeneous and isotropic tnrbulence withor-rt
considelingany temperaturecompensationis as follows:
E = A ' + B ' U ' ( k i n g ' sl o w )
Wherethe valuesA', B'and the exponentn have to be determinedby a suitable
calibration procednre. The experiment is conducted for different shock Mach
numberswhere no grid is used and the shock induced flow velocity (U) behind
the shock wave can be determined by any one of the two processes.Many
researcherswere used Laser Doppler velocimeter to measure the longitudinal
velocity behind the shock wave. In the presentexperiment,the shock induced
flow velocity (U) behind the shock wave is calculated by using RankineHugoniotrelations.For different incident shock Mach numbers,the induced f'low
velocitiesare determinedfbr the calibration and at the sametime, hot-wire data is
also recorded for different incident shock Mach numbers and the measured
incident shock Mach number is 1.56. Many researchers established the
relationshipbetween the output voltage (E) and the longitudinal velocity (U) to
calculatethe turbulenceintensity of the f'low. After solving from different data of
( 8 , U ) , t h e v a h r eo f A ' = 0 . 1 2 ,B ' = 0 . 1 7 a n d r z = 0 . 4 5 . H e r e t h e r e c o m m e n d e d
valueof n is 0.45, which is a good startingvaluefor wire probes.
3 NUMERICAL SETUP AND SPECIFICATIONS
The ttrrbulencegrid plate of 49.5 Voopening area,shown in Fig.3 (i) and (ii), has
beenconsidereda case str"rdyof numerical simr-rlation.The model is symmetry
fbr the square cross section so it can easily consider the 1/4'hpart of the cross
sectionalareaof the shock tube fbr the complltationaldomain. The total length of
thedomainis ll50 tnm and 11000cells are usedin this domain for getting good
numericalresults and the computationaldomain with turbulence-generatinggrids
is shown in Fig.4. All f'low parameters are computed by solving the three
dimensionalNavier-Stokesequationswith ft-eturbulencemodel.
The three-dimensionalunsteady, compressible,.Reynolds-averagedNavierstokes (RANS) equations with ft-a tulbulence model are solved by shock
capturingmethod. Without external forces and heat sources,the conservative
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Figure 3: (i) 1/4thof turbulence-generating
grid plate of 49.5 2(, openingarea is
shown; (ii) configuration of numericalgrids of the grid plate for computation.
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Figure 4: Three-dimensional computational domain and the position of the
turbulence-generating grid plate are shown.
fcrrmof non-dimensionalized
governingequationin three-dirnensional
Cartcsial
coordinatesysternis,

-Hvt

l Q ---a,;
a ( F - F y ) *--a)J
d r C - G-r . t ---E+ d tH
?t *
"

= .sto)

where Q=[p, pu, pv, pw, e, pk, pt:], t is the time, F, G anclH are the inviscid
flux
vectors and Fv, Gv and Hv arethe viscousf'lux vectors.s(e is the
source term of
ft-c turbulence model. Two equations for ft-c turbulence model
are nsed to
determinethe dissipationof tr.rrbulent
kinetic energyand c the rate of dissipation
and the ft and c equations,each containsnonlinearproduction ancl destruction
source terms. Also p is the fluid de'sity and rr, r' and u, are
the velocity
componentsin each direction of cartesian coordinates.while
e is the total
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energyper unit vohlme, pressrlrep can expressedby the fbllowing stateequation
fbr iclealgas.
1 t = ( y- | ) l e ! p {u ' + r ' + * ' ) |
The governing equationsdescribedabove for compressibleviscous f-low are
discretisedby the finite volume method. A second-order,r"rpwindGodounov
schemeof Flux vector splitting method is used to discretethe inviscid f1nx terms
and MUSCL-Hancock scheme with k-t turbulence model is used fbr
interpolationof variableswhere Hll-Reimann solver is used for shock capturing
in the flow. Central diffbrencingschemeis used in discretizingthe viscousflux
terms.The upstreamof incidentshock wave is set as inflow boundarycondition,
the plopertiesand velocities of which are calculatedfiom Rankine-Hugoniot
conditionswith incidentshock Mach number.The downstreaminflow boundary
conditionand wall surface are used as solid boundary conditions where the
gladientsnormal to the surface are taken zero. All solid walls are treated as
viscoussolid wall boundarv.For the two-ecuationft-emodel on solid boundaries.
l, is setto zero.
For the purpose of numerical simulation, the computation is conducted on
the model,sameas experimentalcondition.The sectionalview of adaptivegirds
is shown in Fig.5 (i) and Fig.5 (iii) where the upper wall of the computational
domainis treatedas the non-viscor.ls
symmetryboundary.The pressurecontours
for different positions of the ref'lectedshock wave are shown in Fig.S (ii) and
Fig.S(iv).

4 RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
For the grid plate of 66.7 o/oopening area,the incident shock Mach nr.rmberis
1.53and after trar-rsmittingthrough the grid plate, the strength of the transmitted
shockwave decreasesand the measuredshock Mach number is approximately
1.50. Similarly fbr the grid plate of 49.5 o/oopening area, the incident shock
Mach number is L58 and after transmitting through the grid plate, the strengthof
the transmitted shock wave decreasesand the measuredshock Mach number is
approximately1.50. The transmittedshock wave strength is kept constant in the
wake of the grid plate. It is seen that 49.5 o/oopen area of the grid plate is less
thanthe sonic area and 66.7 o/oopen area is more than the sonic area. Keller and
Merzkirch [7] used a perforatedplate to generatethe tr"rrbulentflow, which had
an open area ratio 49 %. Honkan and Andreopoulous [6] used grid plate of an
openarearatio 65 7o in their experimentswhere hot-wire anemometerwas used
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Figure 5: Sectional view of (i) Adaptive ZX-plane for the position of the
reflected shock at Pl; (ii) Pressure contour in ZX-plane for the position of the
reflected shock at Pl; (iii) Adaptive ZX-plane for the position of the reflected
shock at P2; (iv) Pressure contour in ZX-plane for the position of the reflected
shock at P2.
fbr measuringthe turbLrlence
fluctuations.Even though the turbr.tlentfielcl in the
isotropicturbulencebut thc
wake of turbulencegrids is treatedas hornogerrcous.
turbulencc:intensityas well as turbrrlencedecayingcharactelisticsclepencl
ou the
plate.
griclsize and open arcaratio o{'the grid
Irur the iargeropen areao1'thegriC
plate, the fully clevelopedturbr-rlent
field in the clownstreamof the _qricls
ch-re
t<r
interactionof vortices is obscrveclmore early. For the smaller open area of thc
grid plate,the rrnsteaclv
vortex fluctuationsin the lateraldirection arc high which
decaying
cause more flow fluctuatiousin the lateral dilectron. The tr"rrbnlence
cl.raracteristics
are obtainedfl'om the two points in the downstrean of the glicls
and the resnlts liom these points are determinedthe homogeneousturbulencc
region.The positionsP2 and P1, wherepressllregaugesand hot wires are placed,
parametels.Typical responsesof the hot wire
use to measrlreall tr-rrbr-rlence
anemometerto transmittedand reflected shocksare shown in F'ig.6, Fig.7 firr the
diffbrentopeningaleasof the grid plates.It is observedthat pressureis increased
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Figure 6: Hot wire output voltage profile in the upstream and downstream flow
acrossthe reflected shock for the grid plate of open area 66.7 o/owhen the
positionof the reflected shock at (i) Pl and (ii) P2.
acrosseach shock wave where anemometerresponsesare somewhat different.
The measuredpressure history in the turbulent field has good agreement with
theoretical equations ard 4-6 percent uncertainty is observed in this pressure
measurement.The mean time derivative, Qldt

was computed for the qtantity Q
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where Q can be any one of U or P. This derivative was computed by summing up
the difference DQ between two successivepoints:

^o_: i.oz,
dt

ni=l Lt

The amplification of turbulence intensity is defined as the ratio of the RMS
fllrctnations in the downstreamand upstreamflow of the reflected shock wave.
The amplification ratio =
Where the value I<u>/ L7I*,*_inreracrion
is for the flow upstream of the reflected
shock wave i.e., input to the interaction and the value [<u>/ L7lv"r,e_i'reracri.rr
iS
for the flow immediate downstreamof the shock i.e., outpllt of the interaction.
The turbulence intensity, <u>/tTJ or the level of turbulence intensity in
percentageare calculated in the upstreamand downstreamof the reflected shock
wave and dne to the reflected shock interaction with turbnlent field, the
turbnlence intensity is amplified in the downstreamof the reflected shock wave.
The decay of turbulence intensity is observedin the downstreamdistance.Due to
different open areas of the turbulence grid plate, the level of turbulence
fluctuations also differs at the same location. In the region between the points P2
and Pl, the level of turbulencefluctuations is higher for the grid plate of lower
open arearatio.
After calculating the turbulenceintensity from the hot wire anemometerdata,
it is observed that the level of the turbulence intensity is between 2.0-3.4
percent in the incident flow and 6.0-10.5 percent in the downstream f'low for
the grid plate of 49.5 o/oopen area. Similarly the level of the turbulence intensity
is between 2.5-3.7 percent in the incident flow and 5.5-6.I percent in the
downstream flow for the grid plate of 66.7 ok open area. The importance of the
measurementsof the level of turbulence fluctuations at different locations is to
relate the effect of strength of turbulence on shock/turbulenceinteraction. It is
observed that the amplification of the turbulence fluctuations is higher close to
the grids, that is for the shock wave position atP2 and decreasingat the distance
f'ar from the grids, that is for the shock wave position at Pl and the possible
causeis to have more turbulencekinetic energy in the flow field at position P2. It
is also observed that the maximnm amplification of tr-rrbulenceintensity is
observedaround 3.1. Even though the turbulenceintensity before interaction for
different grid plates have good agreementwith experimentalresults of Honkan et
al. [8] where the turbulenceintensity were found 1.5-5 7obut the amplification of
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FigureT:Hotwireoutputvoltageprofileintheupstreamanddownstreamflow
area 49.5 o/owhen the
acrossthe reflectedrt[.t for itte grid plate of open
positionof thereflectedshockat (i) Pl and(ii) P2'
is slightly higher than
turbulenceintensity after the shock/turbulenceinteraction
theamplification,obtainedbyTroileretal.[9].Theamplificationofturbulence
intensitywasapproximately3,whichwasfoundintheexperimentalworksof
Troileret al. [9].
Theapproachtoisotropyoftheflowwasassessedbyconsideringthe
used by Honkan and
skewnessof the velocity fluctuations &. This criterion,
VoI.9, No.2, 2017
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Andreopoulous [6] and Mohamed and Lame [0], is basedon simple arguments
concelning ref'lection of the downstreamcoordinate axis. According to this, the
velocity skewness should be zero in an isotropic flow. From the results of
Mohamed and Larr,re tl0l, it is observed that the uncertainty in their
measurementof S,, is 0.0 l, these authorsconcluded that the position where S,,=
+0.01 is taken to be that where the flow becomes isotropic. According to this
recommendation, the present flow appears to be isotropic at all downstream
positions where the value of S,,is always less than 0.0 | .
On the other hand, the levels of RMS value of pressurefluctuations are quite
diff'erent for the flow behind the ref'lectedshock wave. It is observed that the
amplification of the RMS value of presslrreflnctuations is lower close to the grid
plate that is fbr the position of port P2 and increasingat the distance f'ar fi'om the
grid plate that is fbr the position of port Pl. Again for the grid plate of lower
open area latio, the amplification of pressurefluctuations is lower at position P2
and higher at position Pl as comparedto other types of grid plate. This may
explain the slow decay of the RMS value of pressure fluctuations with
downstreamdistance.
The wall presslrres are determined for the position of P2 and Pl
experimentally and compare with the numerical resr.rlts,which are shown in
Fig.8 (i) and (ii). It is observedthat the averagepressureline for the experimental
presslu€data simulate with numerical results properly and in some places l-2 7o
deviations are observed with numerical results. Similarly the longitudinal
velocities are determined after proper calibration of the hot wire data fbl the
pclsitionof P2 and Pl experimentally and compared with the numerical results,
which are shown in Fig.9 (i) and (ii). It is observedthat the averagelongitudinal
velocity line for the experimentalvelocity data simulatewith numerical results
properly and in some places 5-7 7o deviations are observed with numerical
results.The RMS value of velocity flnctuationsand wall pressurefluctuations are
also calculatedat different locationsof the test section experimentally and found
a good agreementbetween numerical resultsand experimentalresults.
The presentnumerical code is also used to solve some turbulence parameters
directly where it is difficult to get the soh.rtionin experimentally. The rate of
dissipationof turbulent kinetic energy is determinednumerically befbre and afier
interaction. It is observedthat the rate of dissipation of TKE decreasesafter the
shock/turbulenceinteraction. The levels of length scales before and after the
interactionare determinednumerically and it is observedthat the amplification
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Figure 8: Simulation results of the wall pressurevariations at the port points
(i) P2; (ii) Pl.
of dissipative length scale and velocity length scale are decreased in the
shock/turbulenceinteraction.
5 CONCLUSIONS
The accuracy of the experimental results on shocVturbulence interaotion
depends on the response time of the instruments and also depends on the
sensitivity of the hot wire anemometer.The output voltages of the hot wire are
used to determine the flow velocity as well as velocity fluctuations before and
after the shock/turbulence interaction and the sufficient amplification of
turbulence intensity is observed after interaction. To get the corrected velocity
fluctuations,proper calibrations are necessaryin the sameenvironment as the
Journal of Engineering and Technology Vol. 9, No. 2, 2011
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Figure 9: Simulation results of the calibrated hot-wire output at the port points
(i) P2; (ii) Pl.

experimental setup. The uncertainty in the determination of the mean flow
velocities implies an uncertainty ih the calibration and thus in the velocities
obtained from the hot-wire probe. The uncertaintiesin the measuredvoltages are
negligible compared to the uncertainties in the calibration velocities becausethe
voltages, used for calibration, are actually averages of a randomly fluctuating
quantity. Different types of grid plates are used to change the strength of
transmitted shock wave and the turbulence intensity simultaneously. So the study
on different grid plates will clarify the effect of turbulence strength on
shock/turbulence interaction. Numerical simulations are also conducted on the
Journal of Engineering and Technology Vol. 9, No. 2, 2011

experimental results and a good agreement between numerical results and
experimentalresults is observed.
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